Bilateral electrical stimulation of a congenitally-deaf ear and of an acquired-deaf ear.
Two identical multichannel intracochlear prostheses were implanted in the same patient. The first prosthesis, implanted in the congenitally-deaf right ear, elicited clear sound perception but no speech recognition. After 2 years, a second prosthesis, implanted in the acquired-deaf left ear, enabled the patient to understand speech without lip-reading. Brainstem and middle-latency evoked potentials were similar with electrical stimulation of both ears and resembled those evoked by acoustic stimuli in subjects with normal hearing. Cortical electric and magnetic responses differed for right- and left-sided electrical stimulation suggesting that stimulation of the congenitally-deaf ear elicited an abnormal activation of the auditory cortex. These results suggest that only cortical responses were affected by the different histories of deafness of the ears.